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About This Game

It's time to get MEDIEVAL!

From the creators of the award winning puzzle games Doodle God & Doodle Devil, comes a new fantasy brain-teaser where you
can create your own Kingdom with Castles, Knights, Warlocks and Dragons! Great for gamers of ALL ages.

Daring adventure awaits you in this fantasy world where you can breed and raise four different types of Dragons, return the
family castle to prosperity or defile flowering lands as a Necromancer.

New Game Mode: Arm your Knight to fight through the hordes of monsters and mighty bosses in a new runner-style combat
game!
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The famous Doodle series puzzle game play has been completed re-imagined in this ALL ages fantasy adventure.

Create a New Kingdom Today!

CRITICS LOVE THE DOODLE SERIES
“It's addictive. Insanely so! Lots of fun.” – 148Apps

“Wonderfully unique concept. Deeply satisfying!” – GameZebo
“Giving it huge thumbs up!" - TUAW

“Discovering each new element was an utter delight." -AppSafari
"You'll have to use your creativity…ruthlessly addictive." - Slide2Play

FEATURES

 - All ages puzzle game play for the entire family
 - Intuitive one-click gameplay encourages thoughtful, creative play.

 - Breed and raise four different types of Dragons
 - Quest as a fearless Knight, Powerful Warlock or fantasy Dragon

 - Play the new “runner” combat mode

 ******
 LIKE: www.facebook.com/doodlegod

 FOLLOW on Twitter: www.twitter.com/doodle_god

More than 500 detailed reviews in gaming press, including:
Metacritics list of Reviews - 70/100

Kingdom of magic! - 3.5/5
There's no denying Doodle Kingdom's addictive quality. - 80/100

Breed dragons and create an empire in Doodle Kingdom
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Title: Doodle Kingdom
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
JoyBits Ltd.
Publisher:
JoyBits Ltd.
Release Date: 9 Jun, 2016
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I paid for these and they dont work. Great.... Thanks Steam.. even my 6 years old loves this game.. This game is a nicely
polished jewel. It is simple enough that you can get started playing within a few minutes, but complex enough that you don't get
tired of it. Which is good, because you are going to die. A lot. You do know this is a rogue-like game right? I mean, just when
you think you are getting the hang of things and building up a powerful character, along comes some necromancer who decides
to cast a fear spell on you that sticks.... And at that same moment, a room full of monsters was opened up. Oops! Time to die!
The perma-death option makes it so much more fun.

One tip - you can freeze lava with your ice spell. It takes a moment to figure out how, but once you do, it'll open up some nice
areas.

This is an indie developer that really deserves community support. He continues to make fun games for inexpensive prices. Let's
help him pay his bills so he can continue adding more content and making more games!. Wonderful! I felt extremely immersed
in the gameplay. I enjoy it so far and will continue to enjoy it. Recommend! 8/10. I love Seven Samurai, Saumurai Jack, Ran,
Zatoichi and Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon. For me games have rarely matched the fun and flow of the sword play and
action on show in these films. So I was a bit sceptical when I first saw Black and White Bushido, but noticing the price drop I
thought I'd have a go. And I'm glad I did, it's ridiculously good fun. The game play is simple but effective, versus is where it
really comes alive and rumour has it multi-player is on the way. You'll experience no greater joy than hiding in the shadows or
light before swiping your opponent down. A great game and a mega bargain.. Fantastic game. Great soundtrack and a
challenging puzzler. Easy to play but hard to control your greed. Definitely one of the most rewarding games I've played. It's
simple, balanced, fun and has a lot of replay value.. Great game, over the years through the different versions it's got better and
better.
Can't decide if you should buy it? Buy it.. Really fun old-school platformer, brings back a lot of nostalgia. Extremely well
executed and leaves you thinking about it late at night. All in all this is a game you don't want to miss out on.
You play as a robot named "Canny" who leaves on a mission to save the engineer and restore the city grid to normal.
I recommend this game. 10/10. Looks vile and boring af. Just play any sonic game instead of this pile of♥♥♥♥♥
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I ask for one favour DO NOT BUY THIS GAME! I know i have over 20 hours because i just wanna beat it and delete it, truly if
you wanna know how the game is i'll explain in short from,

#1: The Ai teammates you have are absolute♥♥♥♥♥♥ i tell them to open and clear (by throwing a frag) they bounce it off the
door and kill themselves, like they stick there heads out and if someone is behind them they turn around in slow motion

#2:The gameplay, do not get me started on the gameplay, it's like Tom Clancy studios made this game to troll everyone, you get
shot in the leg with a pistol in one hit. you're dead that's why i recommend saving everytime you breach a door because you're
most likely going to die.

Basically my views on the game are how Tom Clancy and his company were probably like, Hey let's ruin the series for pc and
everyone else was like YAAAA AWESOME, LET'S ADD DUMB AI AND EVEN MORE STUPID♥♥♥♥♥♥ and that's how
it was made..... 10/10 would rainbow six again. The game is fun. If you liked restaurant empire back in the day, this is probably
the closest you can get to a 'new' version.

However, I cannot recommend at the current level of content for it's given price point. You can easily do everything possible
within 6 hours of playtime. Needs much more content or should be priced under $10.

Other minor gripes would be countless bugs, unintuitive recipe editor that is more just a mix and match simulator, and lack of
an actual management aspect other than setting prices, menu, and hiring. Very simplistic and by the time you have progressed
through everything, there is no incentive to continue playing.. The best adaptation of PUBG.. Realistic graphics and entertaining
gameplay makes RUSSIA BATTLEGROUNDS the best battle royale game ever... Pros:
Amazing gameplay
Epic items
Super dooper aimals
Very cool heat and cold system
Easily spend hours of fun on this game!
Ghost after you die
Nice quest system
I really like the King slime.

Cons:
Crashes... Every hour or so for Win7
No outline for blocks so what looks like the floor could really be a hole.
It's to amazing my life is going to flash before my eyes.

In conclusion i'd rate this game 7/10 I reccomend it.

. I beat the first boss so only a partial review. I had to make sure there was more than just the one environment and there is. also
different types of enemies start to appear.

The is a magic RPG. Been playing a while and in a weird way it's been hovering between terrible and addictive. There are some
bugs and some jankyness but at the same time glimpses of awesomeness. The graphics are pretty awesome. Enemies look great.
Spell casting feels great.

Only teleport so if that bothers you then turn back now. For me it's not big deal. It would be hard to add any other type of
locomotion because the boss is to dart around quickly to avoid his attacks.

The addictiveness also comes in the upgrades. There's a perk system but you also find new wands, claws, and robes each with
different stats essentially allowing fully customize your equipment.

If little bugs and weirdness and Chinglish bother you, turn back now. Othersize if you've played Children of the Collosus this is
from the same developer so think that game mixed with something like Orbus VR and you get the picture.. Buy this only after
you have completed everything (+100h of gameplay) in the main game and want to start grinding for no reason proper.. BEST
GAME RU
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